Memory for the locations of environmental sounds.
The accuracy with which a single source of sound can be localized has been examined in many studies, but very few studies have examined the ability of participants to determine the absolute locations of multiple sources of sound. The current study assessed participants' abilities to determine and remember the locations of up to six sources of environmental sound that were positioned at a range of azimuths and elevations in virtual auditory space. In experiment 1, a sequence of one to six sounds was presented one, three, or five times in each trial and the target sound was nominated following presentation of the last sequence. In experiment 2, memory load was held constant by nominating the target sound prior to a single sequence presentation. Localization accuracy was observed to decrease as the number of sounds was increased to three or more under the conditions of experiment 1, but not those of experiment 2. In experiment 1, localization was more accurate when sequences were presented more than once. Pronounced primacy and recency effects were observed for the six sound conditions in experiment 1. An analysis of errors for those conditions indicated that immediate temporal errors, but not immediate spatial errors, were over-represented.